
A new tehnique to estimate the regularity ofre�nable funtionsAlbert CohenCEREMADE-Universit�e Paris IXIngrid DaubehiesAT&T Bell LaboratoriesMurray Hill, NJ 07974, USA1 IntrodutionRe�nable funtions are funtions that satisfy a re�nement equation, i.e.'(x) = 2Xn n'(2x� n) (1.1)The oeÆients n are often, but not always, hosen �nite in number. Suh funtionsappear in di�erent settings, most notably in subdivision shemes for omputer aideddesign, where they are tools for the fast generation of smooth urves and surfaes(see Cavaretta, Dahmen and Mihelli (1991) and Dyn (1992) for reviews), and inthe onstrution of wavelet bases and multiresolution analysis (see Mallat (1989),Daubehies (1988) and Meyer (1990)).One of the earliest examples of re�nable funtions are the B-splines with equallyspaed simple knots (see de Boor (1978) for a general review on splines), wheren = (Nn )2�N+1, and the orresponding 'N is a CN�2 funtion, pieewise-polynomialof order N � 1. Among re�nable funtions, the B-spline ase is exeptional in that'(x) is given by an expliit analytial expression; in many other ases of interest, ' isde�ned by �xing an appropriate hoie for the n in (1.1), and it is not immediatelylear how smooth ' is. Over the years, several tehniques have been developed todetermine the regularity of re�nable funtions. In this paper, we present a newtehnique for this purpose.



- 2 -The regularity of a funtion ' an be measured in di�erent ways; we shall restritourselves to H�older and Sobolev exponents. If ' is in Cn but not in Cn+1, then itsH�older exponent is given by � = n + � with� = infx  lim infjtj!0 log j'(n)(x+ t)� '(n)(x)jlog jtj ! ; (1.2)where '(n) is the n-th derivative of '.The Sobolev exponent s is de�ned bys = sup� ; Z j'̂(!)j2(1 + j!j2)d! < +1� (1.3)where '̂(!) = R '(x)e�i!xdx is the Fourier transform of '. One an generalize thisto Lp-Sobolev exponents sp whih, following Herv�e (1995), we de�ne bysp = sup� ; Z j'̂(!)jp(1 + j!jp)d! < +1� (1.4)These di�erent regularity indies are related to eah other by s = s2, � � s1 and,by H�older's inequality, sr � r�1 � sp � p�1 for 0 � p � r � 2p.Most of the tehniques developed to estimate the regularity of a re�nable funtiononentrate on the ase where only �nitely many hn are non-zero, whih was, until re-ently, the only ase of interest for appliations: in subdivision shemes it orrespondsto �nite masks; in wavelet onstrutions, to ompatly supported saling funtionsand wavelets. If there are only N+1 nonzero n, then Mihelli and Prautzsh (1989)and Daubehies and Lagarias (1991,1992) showed how to �nd, at least in priniple,the H�older exponent of ' by omputing bounds on the norms of N � N matries;in pratie, this method beomes quikly impratial if N is not small. Still for thease of �nitely many nonzero n, a tehnique that an handle larger N was proposedby Rioul (1992) and Dyn and Levin (1991); it is still the best available tehnique for�nding the H�older exponent when N is �nite. In general it is easier to ompute theSobolev exponents; these an moreover be used to �nd a bound on the H�older expo-nent, sine � � s1 � s2+1=2. In the ase where m(!) = Pn hne�in! is a nonnegative



- 3 -trigonometri polynomial, one even has � = s1, whih was exploited in one of the �rstomputations of the regularity of a re�nable funtion in Dubu (1986) for the speialase h0 = 1; h�1 = 9=16; h�3 = �1=16, all other hn = 0, related to Lagrangianinterpolation and later generalized in Dubu and Deslauriers (1989). When m(!) isnot restrited to be nonnegative, most of the �rst developments were onentratedon the omputation of s2 = s; see Conze (1989), Eirola (1992) and the appendix inDaubehies (1988). Extensions to the omputation of sp (inluding p = 1; 2) haveappeared in Gripenberg (1992), Villemoes (1992) and Herv�e (1992, 1995). With theexeption of Herv�e (1992, 1995), all the papers above apply only to N �nite. Most ofthem are also hard to generalize to the multidimensional ase where (1.1) is replaedby '(x) = jDjXn hn'(Dx� n) ; (1.5)where n 2 Zd, x 2 Rd and D is a d� d matrix with integer entries and all eigenvaluesstritly superior to 1 in absolute value; jDj is the determinant of D. Examples ofthe type (1.5) our in e.g. wavelet bases orresponding to quinunx subsamplingin two dimensions proposed for image proessing in Vetterli (1984), Feauveau (1989)and Kova�evi� and Vetterli (1990), with expliit orthonormal wavelet bases in Feau-veau (1990), Kova�evi� and Vetterli (1992) and Cohen and Daubehies (1993). Asillustrated by the trikiness of the estimates in Cohen and Daubehies (1993) andespeially in Villemoes (1993), it is not easy to �nd the regularity in the multidimen-sional ase by generalizing the approah referred to above, even when only �nitelymany n are nonzero.In this paper, we present a di�erent tehnique for omputing sp for a re�nablefuntion. This tehnique is independent of whether the hn are �nite in number ornot (like in Herv�e (1992, 1995)) and it generalizes easily to the multidimensionalase. Like most of the other approahes, our results hinge on the omputation ofthe spetral radius of a partiular operator (see x3 and x4 below). We introdue adi�erent spae on whih this operator ats however, and we use a omputation of theFredholm determinant borrowed from Ruelle (1976) to ompute its spetral radius.



- 4 -This paper is organized as follows. In x2, we reall basi fats on trae-lass oper-ators and Fredholm determinants. In x3, we speialize these results to the partiularase of transfer operators. In x4 we show how the spetral radius of suh a transferoperator an be used to ompute sp. Although the onnetion between the spetralradius of a transfer operator and the Sobolev regularity index sp is not new (essen-tially all the omputations of s2 or sp to whih we referred above, rely on suh aonnetion), we present an essentially self-ontained disussion in x4, for the sake ofonveniene, and also beause we require some results tailored to our di�erent frame-work. Next, we need to ompute the spetral radius of the transfer operator, forwhih di�erent tehniques an be used. We propose three di�erent proedures. The�rst two are similar (but not idential) to the formula in Herv�e (1992, 1995), andhave the same type of onvergene: one an prove that the estimate �n at the n-thstep approahes the true � exponentially fast, j� � �nj � Ce��n, but C and � areunknown. The third proedure, on whih we onentrate almost exlusively, requiresmore omputational work (i.e. a longer program), but at every step n we have anexpliit upper bound on j� � �nj. In this proedure the spetral radius is found bydetermining the zero with the smallest absolute value of the orresponding Fredholmdeterminant. This determinant is an entire funtion whih in pratie needs to betrunated to its �rst order terms to derive numerial estimates. Setion 5 shows howthis is done, how the rest term an be ontrolled and how this translates into errorestimates on our omputation of sp. In x6, we present many examples, in one as wellas two dimensions, with �nitely many as well as in�nitely many nonzero hn. In par-tiular we apply our method to the easily implementable orthonormal wavelet �ltersreently introdued in Herley and Vetterli (1992) (whih have an in�nite number ofnonvanishing hn). Finally, in x7, we disuss whether and how the tehnique proposedhere an be extended to a diret omputation of the H�older exponent �.There is learly some similarity of our results with those of Herv�e (1992, 1995), theonly other work in the literature so far that an deal with in�nitely many nonvanishinghn. Most of this work was arried out in the summer of 1992. At the time we



- 5 -were not aware yet of the results in Herv�e (1992, 1995). Nevertheless, Herv�e (1992,1995) learly has priority, sine he proved his results earlier. Moreover, we initiallydeveloped our results only for s2; after reading a preprint of Herv�e (1995), we sawthe interest of omputing also sp for p 6= 2, and we extended our results to this ase.If p 6= 2 then our method only works if we impose an extra tehnial ondition whihHerv�e (1995) does not require; in this sense our results are weaker than Herv�e's. Onthe other hand, our method has the new feature that it leads to expliit ontrol overthe error in the algorithm, as mentioned above, and as will be disussed in detail inx5.2 Fredholm determinants of trae-lass operatorsThe most general treatment of Fredholm determinants is within the frameworkof Banah spaes, as in e.g. Grothendiek (1956). For the present paper, it suÆesto work in an appropriate Hilbert spae setting, where everything an be formulatedand proved more simply. This setion presents the results that will be needed in thesequel of the paper.In this setion we denote our (generi) Hilbert spae by H; we assume that His separable. Reall that any bounded operator A on H an be written as A =U(A�A)1=2 = U jAj, where U is a partial isometry with kUxk = kxk if x 2 Ran jAj,Ux = 0 if x ? Ran jAj. If A is a ompat operator, then so is jAj; the spetrum of jAjthen onsists of a dereasing sequene of nonnegative eigenvalues. The stritly positiveeigenvalues �m of jAj are alled the singular values of A. If 'm is a orrespondingorthonormal system of eigenvetors of jAj, and we de�ne another orthonormal system m by  m = U'm, then we have the following representation for A:Ax =Xm �mhx; 'mi m : (2.1)Another useful representation of ompat operators is obtained as follows. Thespetrum of A itself also onsists of a sequene of disrete eigenvalues �n, whih



- 6 -aumulate only at 0. For any �n 6= 0 we de�ne its (algebrai) multipliity dn bydn = maxk�1 dim[Ker (A� �nId)k℄, whih is neessarily �nite beause A is ompat.On Ker (A��nId)k we an then hoose a suitable basis in whih A is upper triangular(one an, for instane, redue it to its Jordan normal form on this subspae). Theunion of all the di�erent and independent bases onstruted in this way for the distinteigenvalues spans a losed subspae H1, whih is invariant for A. By Gram-Shmidtorthogonalizing this basis we obtain an orthonormal basis fukg for H1 in whih AjH1is triangular: hAuk; u`i = 0 if ` > k (2.2)hAuk; uki = �k; (2.3)where the �k now our with their multipliity. It is immediately lear that the samebasis also gives a triangular representation for all the powers AmjH1, m � 1, withdiagonal elements hAmuk; uki = �mk : (2.4)Let us now assume that our ompat operator is in fat trae lass. This meansthat A satis�es one of the following two equivalent statements:Xm �m <1or Xn jhAen; enij <1 for all orthonormal systems feng :If A is trae-lass, then the sum of the series PnhAen; eni is independent of the hoieof the feng, and is alled the trae of A:Tr A =Xn hAen; eni :In partiular, using the representation (2.1) above, one hasTr jAj =Xm hjAj'm; 'mi =Xm �m : (2.5)



- 7 -In Lidskii (1959) it is proved that for any trae-lass operator A in a Hilbert spae Hone has Tr A =Xn �n (2.6)where, as before, the �n are the non-zero eigenvalues of A, taken with their algebraimultipliity. This theorem, trivial in �nite-dimensional spaes, is far less so in in�nitedimensions. It is immediately lear from (2.2), (2.3) that the trae of AjH1 is exatlyPn �n; the problem in proving (2.6) is to show that on the orthogonal omplementH0 of H1, the operator ProjH0A ProjH0 , whih is of ourse trae-lass too, and hasspetrum onsisting of only the point zero, has trae equal to zero. See e.g. Simon(1979) or Gohberg and Krein (1969) for other proofs of (2.6) than Lidskii's originalproof.The trae lass operators form an ideal in the algebra of bounded operators:the produt of a trae lass operator and a bounded operator is again trae lass.Consequently all the powers An; n � 1, of a trae lass operator are trae lass aswell. Sine ProjH0An ProjH0 = (ProjH0A ProjH0)n also has trae zero, we then seefrom (2.4) that Tr An =Xk �nk : (2.7)(This an of ourse also be derived diretly from Lidskii's theorem (2.6) andspetrum (An) = f�n; � 2 spetrum (A)g.) Finally, note thatXk j�kj = Xk jhAuk; ukij �Xk;m�mjhuk; 'mij jh m; ukij� Xm �m  Xk jhuk; 'mij2!1=2  Xk jh m; ukij2!1=2� Xm �mk'mk k mk =Xm �m = Tr jAj : (2.8)The Fredholm determinant of A is de�ned asDA(z) = det (I � zA) = +1Yn=1(1� z�n) ; (2.9)



- 8 -where the �n our with their multipliity. BeausePn j�nj < +1, DA(z) is an entirefuntion with its zeros exatly at the ��1n , with the same multipliity. In partiular,the spetral radius �A of A is given by�A = (minfjz0j ; DA(z0) = 0g)�1 : (2.10)For suÆiently small values of z (e.g. for jzj < ��1A ), one an rewrite DA(z) as follows:DA(z) = exp " 1Xn=1 log(1� z�n)# = exp " 1Xn=1 1Xm=1� 1m(z�n)m#= exp "� 1Xm=1 1mzmTr Am# ; (2.11)a formula whih already shows thatDA is ompletely determined by the traes Tr Am.Expanding the in�nite produt in (2.9) leads to a di�erent formula for DA(z),DA(z) = 1 + +1Xk=1 zkk; (2.12)with k = Xl1<l2<:::<lk �l1 : : : �lk :We then have jkj � 1k!  Xl j�lj!k � 1k! (TrjAj)k: (2.13)It follows that we an therefore always writeDA(z) = DNA (z) +RNA (z); (2.14)where DNA (z) is the Taylor series for DA trunated after the term in zN , andjRNA (z)j � +1Xk=N+1 1k! (TrjAj)k jzjk : (2.15)We shall use this estimate to �nd the smallest zero of DA: sine DNA is a polynomial,its smallest zero an be found by a host of di�erent numerial methods, and theontrol we have via (2.15) on the rest term RNA will tell us that the smallest zero ofDA itself annot be far from that of DNA if N is suÆiently large (see x5).



- 9 -In order to identify the zeros of DNA , we need again a di�erent representation;in partiular, we are interested in a way of omputing the Taylor oeÆients of DAwhih does not require knowledge of the eigenvalues �n. To do this, let us start byrestriting ourselves to the disk B �0; ��1A �. On this disk, we an write (using a trikgoing bak to Newton)1Xk=0(k + 1)k+1zk = D0A(z) = 1Xn=1(��n) 1Ym=1m 6=n(1� �mz)= �DA(z) 1Xn=1 �n1� �nz = �DA(z) 1Xn=1 1Xk=0�k+1n zk= �DA(z) 1Xk=0Tr Ak+1zk = � 1Xr=0 zr rXm=0 mTr Ar�m+1 ;where the reordering of the sums is allowed beause the series onverges absolutelyfor jzj < (�A)�1, and where we have introdued 0 = 1. It follows thatk+1 = �1k + 1 kXm=0 mTr Ak+1�m : (2.16)(This derivation is in fat the standard way of relating the elementary symmetrifuntions Pi1<i2<���<ir �i1 � � ��ir with the power sums Pi �ri ; see Madonald (1979)p. 12-16.)We now see the outline of a program that will be used below: given the TrAmfor a trae-lass operator A, we now know how to �nd, via the smallest zero of theFredholm determinant, the spetral radius of A and how to ontrol the error. In thenext setion, we introdue spei� operators A in spei� Hilbert spaes, we verifythat they are trae-lass, and we show how to ompute TrAm.3 A speial ase: transfer operatorsThe operators to whih we shall apply the results in the previous setion at on2�-periodi funtions f(!) and are de�ned by(Lwf)(!) = w �!2� f �!2� + w �!2 + �� f �!2 + �� ; (3.1)



- 10 -where w is a 2�-periodi weight funtion, for whih several onrete hoies will beproposed in x4. We shall say that Lw is the transfer operator assoiated with thefuntion w; these operators are also alled Perron-Frobenius operators or transitionoperators in the literature. We shall always assume that the Fourier oeÆients of wdeay exponentially; that is, w(!) =Xn wn e�in! (3.2)and jwnj � C e�jnj (3.3)for some C;  > 0. In terms of the Fourier oeÆients fn of f(!) = Pn fn e�in!, (3.1)an also be rewritten as(Lwf)n = 12� Z 2�0 (Lwf)(!)ein!d! = 2Xk w2n�kfk : (3.4)When no onfusion is possible, we shall often drop the subsript w on Lw.Operators of the type (3.1) an be studied in many di�erent funtion spaes. Theyhave been linked with the study of re�nable funtions before; see e.g. Conze (1989),Eirola (1992), Villemoes (1992), Herv�e (1995). They are speial ases of the operatorsin Ruelle (1976, 1990). In this setion we disuss their properties on some Hilbertspaes of analyti funtions; in x7 we shall ome bak to their ation on other, largerfuntion spaes.As andidates for the spae H we de�neE� = (f 2�-periodi; f(!) =Xn fn e�in� and kfk2� =Xn jfnj2 e2jnj� <1) : (3.5)(Note that these are di�erent from the spaes E� in Herv�e (1995).) The E� are Hilbertspaes of analyti funtions (f 2 E� an be extended to omplex ! = !1+ i!2 and isthen analyti for j!2j = jIm !j < �); their inner produt is given byhf; gi� =Xn fngn e2jnj� : (3.6)



- 11 -Note that for eah �, the onstant funtion 1 is in E�; moreover, for f 2 E�,hf; 1i� = f0 = 12� Z 2�0 f(!)d! : (3.7)The funtions en;�(!) = e�jnj� e�in! (3.8)onstitute an orthonormal basis in E�.In order to be able to apply x2 to L and E�, we need to verify 1) that L is abounded operator on E�, 2) that L is trae lass on E�. We start by omputingkLfk�, using (3.4):kLfk2� = Xn j(Lf)nj2 e2jnj� = 4Xn ����Xk w2n�kfk����2 e2jnj�� 4kfk2�Xn;k jw2n�kj2 e�2jkj� e2jnj�� 4C2kfk2�Xn;k e�2(��)jkj e�2(2��)jnj ;where the last inequality used (3.3) and j2n� kj � 2jnj � jkj. It follows that L is abounded operator on E� if  < � < 2. We an us the same estimate to bound thematrix elements of L with respet to the orthonormal basis (3.8):jhLek;�; en;�i�j = j2w2n�k ejnj� e�jkj�j � 2C e�(��)jkj e�(2��)jnj : (3.9)This implies that L is trae lass on E� if  < � < 2. By a simple appliation ofCauhy-Shwarz, we have indeed, for any orthonormal system um in E�,Xm jhLum; umi�j � Xm;k;n jhum; ek;�i�j jhLek;�; en;�i�j jhen;�; umi�j� Xk;n jhLek;�; en;�i�j <1 : (3.10)Sine L is trae lass, it has a representation of type (2.1) with Pm �m <1; in fat,by the same argument as in (3.10), we haveTr jLj =Xm �m =Xm hL'm;  mi� �Xk;n jhLek;�; en;�i�j :



- 12 -This leads to a bound on the sum of the absolute values j�nj of the eigenvalues of L:Xn j�nj � Tr jLj � 2C 0�Xk2Ze�(��)jkj1A Xn2Z e�(2��)jnj! : (3.11)We shall need this bound in order to ontrol the rest term when we try to loate thesmallest zero of the Fredholm determinant after trunation (see (2.15) and x5 ).We are therefore in a position to apply the results of x2 to L on E�; in the nextsetion we shall see how this will then help to determine sp. In order to be of pratialuse however, we need to be able to ompute the Taylor oeÆients of the Fredholmdeterminant DL expliitly, and for this, we need the traes Tr Lm (see (2.15)). Let ustherefore now onentrate on their omputation. As a warmup, let us ompute Tr Litself. We haveTr L = Xn hLen;�; en;�i� =Xn (Len;�)n ejnj�= Xn (Le�in :)n = 12�Xn Z ��� ein!(Le�in :)(!)d! : (3.12)To ompute integrals of this type, we shall use the following standard lemma, whihrops up in any study using these operators (see e.g. Cohen (1990), Eirola (1992),Villemoes (1992), Gripenberg (1992)). For the sake of ompleteness, we inlude itsshort proof.Lemma 3.1 Let w be a 2�-periodi funtion, and let L be de�ned as in (3.1). Then,for any k > 0 and any f; g 2�-periodi funtions, we haveZ ��� f(!)(Lkg)(!)d! = Z 2k��2k� f(!) " kỲ=1w(2�`!)# g(2�k!)d!= 2k Z ��� f(2k!) "k�1Ym=0w(2m!)# g(!)d! : (3.13)Proof: By indution. For k = 1 we have



- 13 -Z ��� f(!)(Lg)(!)d! = Z ��� f(!) �w �!2� g �!2�+ w �!2 + �� g �!2 + ��� d!= 2 Z �=2��=2 f(2!)[w(!)g(!) + w(! + �)g(! + �)℄ d!= 2 Z 3�=2��=2 f(2!)w(!)g(!) d!= 2 Z ��� f(2!)w(!)g(!)d! = Z 2��2� f(!)w�!2� g �!2� d! :If we now assume that (3.13) holds for k, thenZ ��� f(!)(Lk+1g)(!) d!= 2k Z ��� f(2k!) "k�1Ym=0w(2m!)# �w �!2� g �!2�+ w �!2 + �� g �!2 + ��� d!= 2k+1 Z �=2��=2 f(2k+1!) " kYm=1w(2m!)# [w(!)g(!) + w(! + �)g(! + �)℄ d!= 2k+1 Z ��� f(2k+1!) " kYm=1w(2m!)# g(!) d! :
Applying this to (3.12), we �ndTr L = 12�Xn 2 Z ��� e2in!w(!)e�in!d! = 2Xn wn = 2w(0) :Similarly, we an ompute, for any k � 1,Tr Lk = Xn (Lke�in :)n = 12�Xn Z ��� ein!(Lke�in :)(!)d!= 2kXn 12� Z ��� ei(2k�1)n! " k�1Ym=0w(2m!)# d! = 2kXn (Wk)(2k�1)n ; (3.14)where the 2�-periodi funtion Wk is de�ned byWk(!) = k�1Ym=0w(2m!) ;and where its Fourier oeÆients are denoted by (Wk)`, as usual. Sums of the type(3.14) an be omputed by means of the following lemma, whih is essentially a versionof the Poisson summation formula.



- 14 -Lemma 3.2 Let f be a 2�-periodi funtion, and fn its Fourier oeÆients. Assumethat Pn jfnj <1. Then, for any ` � 1,`�1Xm=0 f �2�m` � = `Xn2Zf`n : (3.15)Proof: `�1Xm=0 f �2�m` � = `�1Xm=0Xn2Zfn e�2�i m̀n : (3.16)If n 2 `Z, then `�1Xm=0 e�2�i m̀n = `�1Xm=0 1 = ` : (3.17)If n 2 `Z+ k, with 0 < k < `, then`�1Xm=0 e�2�i m̀n = `�1Xm=0 e�2�i k̀m = �e�2�i k̀ �` � 1e�2�i k̀ � 1 = 0 : (3.18)Sine (3.16) is absolutely summable, we may hange the order of summations, and(3.15) then follows from (3.17) and (3.18).This an then be used to give an expliit formula for Tr Lk. The following theoremsummarizes the �ndings of this setion so far.Theorem 3.3 Let w(!) be a 2�-periodi funtion with Fourier oeÆients satisfying(3.3). De�ne L to be the orresponding transfer operator, as in (3.1), and let E� bethe Hilbert spaes de�ned by (3.5). If  < � < 2, then L is a trae lass operatoron E�. The spetrum of L does not depend on the hoie of � in ℄; 2[, and for anyk � 1, the traes Tr Lk are given by the expliit formulaTr Lk = 2k2k � 1 2k�2Xm=0 "k�1Ỳ=0w �2` 2�m2k � 1�# : (3.19)Proof: Most of the assertions were proved in our disussion above. Formula (3.19) isa diret onsequene of applying Lemma 3.2 to (3.14). Sine the Taylor oeÆients ofthe Fredholm determinant DL(z) are ompletely determined by the traes Tr Lk (seex2), and the zeros of DL are the inverses of the eigenvalues of L, the fat that (3.19)does not depend on � immediately implies that the spetrum of L doesn't either.



- 15 -Remark. Another way of obtaining (3.19) is the following. The operator Lw analso be viewed as an integral operator,(Lwf)(w) = 2 Z ��� w(!0)Æ(�!0 � !)f(!0)d!0 ;where � on ℄� �; �℄ is multipliation by 2, modulo 2�. The trae of Lw an then beobtained by integrating the kernel Kw(!; !0) = w(!0)Æ(�!0 � !) along the diagonal! = !0, Tr Lw = 2 Z ��� w(!)Æ(�! � !)d! = 2w(0) :The integral kernel of (Lw)k is given byZ � � � Z Kw(!; !1)Kw(!1; !2) � � �Kw(!k�1; !0)d!1 � � �d!k�1 ;restriting this to ! = !0 and integrating over ! leads to a delta-funtion Æ(�k!�!).This results in a sum of di�erent ontributions in the �xed points of �k (i.e. the points2�m2k�1), as in (3.19); the denominator (2k � 1) multiplying these ontributions resultsfrom the Jaobian of �k � Id.In the next setion, we shall see how, for a judiious hoie of w, the operator L andin partiular its spetral radius on E� an be used to ompute the Sobolev exponent spof a re�nable funtion. We shall be interested in multidimensional re�nable funtionsas well. We will then need a slight generalization of the onstrutions above. Insteadof (3.1), we have then, for ! 2 [��; �℄d,(Lf)(!) = jdet Dj�1Xj=0 w(D�1! + �j)f(D�1! + �j) ; (3.20)where D is a d � d matrix with integer entries and all its eigenvalues stritly largerthan 1 in absolute value, and where f; w are funtions in d variables, 2�-periodiin eah (i.e. they are funtions on the torus Td); the �j are de�ned by �j = D�1�j,where the �j are distint elements in 2�Zd=DZd, so that D�1! + �j are exatly thejdet Dj distint pre-images of ! under the map D. In the ase where d = 1 and D ismultipliation by 2, (3.20) obviously redues to (3.1). (3.20) an also be rewritten as(Lf)n = jdet DjXk wDn�kfk ; (3.21)



- 16 -where fk again denotes the k-th Fourier oeÆient of f ; the summation index k nowranges over Zd. As before we shall assumejwnj � C e�jnj ; (3.22)with jnj = [n21 + � � �+ n2d℄1=2; the spae E� is then de�ned byE� = 8<:f funtion on [0; 2�℄d; kfk2� = Xn2Zd jfnj2 e2jnj� <19=; : (3.23)Repeating the same arguments as before, one �nds then the following generalizationof Lemma 3.2:Theorem 3.4 Let D be a d�d matrix with integer entries and with all its eigenvaluesstritly larger than 1 in absolute value. De�ne the spaes E� and the operator Las in (3.21){(3.23). Then L is trae lass on E� if  < � < rD, where rD =minfj�j; � is eigenvalue of Dg > 1, and the spetrum of L on E� does not depend on�. De�ne now, for any k � 1, the set Fk byFk = f� 2 ℄� �; �[d; Dk� � � 2 2�Zdg ; (3.24)this set has exatly jdet (Dk � Id)j elements, whih are the �xed points in Td of Dk.Then the traes Tr Lk are given by the following expliit formula:Tr Lk = jdet Djkjdet (Dk � Id)j X�2Fk " k�1Ym=0w(Dm�)# : (3.25)The proof is exatly along the same lines as in the one-dimensional ase, and we leaveit to the reader to �ll in the details. In order to obtain the expliit formula (3.25)one needs the following higher dimensional generalization of Lemma 3.2:Lemma 3.5 Let L be an integer d� d matrix, and de�ne the set R byR = f� 2 ℄� �; �℄d; L� 2 2�Zdg :



- 17 -Then for any funtion f on Td suh that Pn2Zd jfnj is �nite,Xn2Zd fLtn = 1jdet Lj X�2R f(�) (3.26)Proof: As for Lemma 3.2, the proof hinges on the omputation ofP�2R e�in:� , wheren 2 Zd and n:� = n1�1 + � � � + nd�d. This an be done by a standard argument onharater sums. The set R is an additive group isomorphi with Zd=LZd; it followsthat 24X�2R e�in:�352 = X�1;�22R e�in:(�1��2) = [#R℄X�2R e�in:� :Consequently we have either P�2R e�in:� = #R = jdet Lj or P�2R e�in:� = 0. Theformer is possible only if eah of the terms e�in:� equals 1, whih is equivalent to therequirement n = Ltk for some k 2 Zd. HeneX�2R e�in:� = jdet Lj if n 2 LtZd0 if n 2 ZdnLtZd :(3.26) then follows easily.The following examples show how the expliit formulas for Tr Lk an be used todetermine the spetrum of L ompletely and expliitly in some simple ases.Example 3.6 w(!) = �1+e�i!2 �N ; this orresponds to the hoie w(!) = m(!) forthe ase where the re�nable funtion is a B-spline (see x1). Then w �2` 2�m2k�1� = 1, forall `, if m = 0, and for m 6= 0 we havek�1Ỳ=0 w �2` 2�m2k � 1� = exp [i�Nm℄ 24k�1Ỳ=0 sin �2`2� m2k�1�2 sin �2`� m2k�1�35N= 2�Nk :Consequently Tr Lk = 11� 2�k + 2k � 21� 2�k 2�Nk= N�2X̀=0 2�k` + 2 2�k(N�1) : (3.27)



- 18 -By (2.11) it then follows thatDL(z) = (N�2Ỳ=0 exp "� 1Xm=1 1m(2�`z)m#) exp "�2 1Xm=1 1m(2�N+1z)m#= (1� z)�1� z2� � � ��1� z2N�2��1� z2N�1�2 ;implying that the nonzero eigenvalues of L are 1; 12 ; : : : ; 12N�2 (with multipliity 1) and12N�1 (with multipliity 2); this an in fat also be read o� from (3.27).Example 3.7 w(!) = �1+e�i!2 �N w1(!); this orresponds to a fatorization whihwe almost always impose (see x4); we assume w1(0) = 1. Then the same omputationsas in the previous example givek�1Ỳ=0w �2` 2�m2k � 1� = 1 if m = 0= 2�kN k�1Ỳ=0w1 �2` 2�m2k � 1� if m 6= 0 :This leads to Tr Lk = 1� 2�kN1� 2�k + 2�kN Tr Lk1 ;where L1 is the operator (3.1) with w replaed by w1. By (2.11) we have thereforeDL(z) = (1� z)�1� z2� � � ��1� z2N�1�DL1(2�Nz) :The spetrum of L onsists now of two parts: the eigenvalues 1; 1=2; : : : ; 1=2N�1,together with 2�N� spetrum of L1.The spetra for these simple L had been analyzed by other means before (seee.g. Daubehies and Lagarias (1992)), but their eigenvalues are reovered here in apartiularly simple way. Let us onsider a simple two-dimensional example next.Example 3.8 Take d = 2, D =  1 11 �1 !, and w(!) = ha(D!)2a(!) iN w1(!), wherea(!) �j!j!0 !21 + !22, where w1(0) = 1, and where we assume that a and w1 both



- 19 -satisfy (3.22), with moreover minfja(!)j; ! 2 [��; �℄2g > 0. Then w also satis�es abound of the type (3.22). We have now, for � 2 Fk (de�ned by (3.24))k�1Ym=0w(Dk�) = 1 if � = 0= 2�kN k�1Ym=0w1(Dk�) if � 6= 0 :One easily heks that jdetDj = 2, jdet (D2k�Id)j = (2k�1)2 and jdet (D2k+1�Id)j =22k+1 � 1. ConsequentlyDL(z) = exp "� 1Xm=1 z2m2m 22m(1� 2�2mN )(2m � 1)2 #� exp "� 1Xm=1 z2m+12m+ 1 22m+1(1� e�(2m+1)N))22m+1 � 1 #DL1(2�Nz)= exp "� 1Xm=1 NX̀=0 1Xn=0 z2m2m (1 + 2�mN) 2�m(`+n)#� exp "� 1Xm=1 NX̀=0 z2m+12m+ 1 2�(2m+1)`#DL1(2�Nz)= "N�1Ỳ=0 (1� 2�`z)# 2642N�1Ỳ=0 1Yn=0n 6=` (1� 2�(`+n)z2)1=2375DL1(2�Nz)= "N�1Ỳ=0 (1� 2�`z)# " 1Yk=0(1� 2�kz2)n(k)#DL1(2�Nz) ;where n(k) = bk+12  if k � 2N � 1, n(k) = N if k � 2N � 1. This shows thatin addition to the eigenvalues 1; 12 ; : : : ; 12N�1 , whih were also found in Cohen andDaubehies (1993), we have in�nitely many eigenvalues �2�k=2, as well as of oursethe spetrum of L1 multiplied by 2�N .4 Regularity estimates using the spetral radius of$In this setion, we disuss the relations between the Sobolev or H�older (global)regularity of a re�nable funtion and the spetral radius, in the previously desribed



- 20 -funtion spaes, of ertain transfer operators that are assoiated to this funtion.More preisely, the study of these operators leads to an exat estimate of the Lp-Sobolev exponents sp de�ned in the introdution.Let '(x) be an L1 solution of a re�nement equation'(x) = 2Xn2Zhn'(2x� n) : (4.1)We assume that the oeÆients hn are summable, and that ' is normalized in thesense that R ' = 1. By integrating on both sides of (4.1), we obtainXn hn = 1 : (4.2)De�ne the ontinuous funtion m(!) = Pn hne�in!. In all that follows, we shallassume that m(!) an be put in the fatorized formm(!) = osN(!=2)q(!) ; (4.3)where N is a stritly positive integer and q(!) is a 2�-periodi funtion whose FourieroeÆients n satisfy a geometri deay estimate,jnj � Ce��n : (4.4)We shall often also impose that q(!) does not vanish on [0; 2�℄.Consequently, m(!) is a smooth 2�-periodi funtion and (4.2) indiates thatm(0) = 1. By applying the Fourier transform to (4.1), one obtains'̂(!) = m(!=2)'̂(!=2) (4.5)and by iteration '̂(!) an be written as the pointwise onvergent in�nite produt'̂(!) = +1Yk=1m(2�k!) : (4.6)Before proeeding further, we would like to make some omments about the as-sumptions made on the funtions m(!) and q(!) and their Fourier oeÆients.



- 21 -The in�nite produt formula (4.6) indiates that the funtion ' is the limit ofa stationary subdivision sheme, i.e. suessive re�nements of a Dira sequene bymeans of interpolation: the sequene obtained at a given sale is �lled with zeros atthe mid-points and then onvolved with the sequene hn and multiplied by 2. It islear that a neessary ondition for the existene of a non-trivial limit is m(0) = 1.Formula (4.6) only indiates, however, that this sheme onverges \weakly", i.e. inthe sense of tempered distributions. The limit ' itself may be a tempered distributionwithout any regularity. Clearly, for numerial appliations, one is more interested inuniform (or strong) onvergene of the subdivision sheme to a ontinuous or moreregular limit funtion. Two hypotheses are neessary for this to hold:� It has been proved by Dyn and Levin (1990) that the limit funtion an beontinuous only if m(�)=0. This justi�es the fatorization of m(!) expressedin (4.3).� Additionally, strong onvergene of the subdivision sheme an hold only ifthere exists a ompat set K, ongruent to [��; �℄ modulo 2� (i.e. jKj = 2�,and for any ! 2 [��; �℄ there exists !0 2 K so that ! � !0 2 2�Z), ontaininga neighborhood of 0, suh that infj�1;!2K jm(2�j!)j > 0. (See Cohen (1990).)When this holds, we shall say that m is of type C.The next two lemmas give the deay of the Fourier oeÆients of jq(!)jp. Let uslook �rst at the ase p = 2`, ` 2 N, ` > 0.Lemma 4.1 The Fourier oeÆients fn;2`gn2Z of jq(!)j2`, with ` 2 N, satisfy theestimate jn;2`j � C2` e��jnj : (4.7)Proof: We an write q(!) = Q(ei!) where Q(z) = Pn2Znzn is analyti on thering R� = fe�� < jzj < e�g. We an de�ne the funtion Q2(z) = Q(z)Q(z�1) that



- 22 -oinides with jq(!)j2 on the unit irle z = ei!. It is also analyti on R�, as are allits integer powers, [Q2(z)℄`. The exponential deay (4.7) then follows immediately.For p 6= 2` we need an extra nonvanishing ondition on q(!).Lemma 4.2 Suppose that q(!) does not vanish on [0; 2�℄. Then there exists  in℄0; �℄ suh that for all p > 0, the Fourier oeÆients fn;pgn2Z of jq(!)jp satisfy theestimate jn;pj � Cpe�n : (4.8)Proof: Sine q(!) does not vanish, there exists  in ℄0; �℄ suh that Q2(z) doesnot vanish on R = fe� < jzj < eg (with the same notations as in the proof ofLemma 4.1 above). On this narrower ring, it is possible to de�ne a set of analytifuntions by Qp(z) = exp �p2 logQ2(z)� = Xn2Zn;pzn : (4.9)These funtions are equal to jq(!)jp on the unit irle; their analytiity on R impliesthe estimate on the oeÆients n;p.>From the results of the previous setion, we thus know that the transfer operatorsassoiated to the funtions jq(!)jp are trae lass on E�, for any � 2 ℄; 2[. ByLemma 4.1, the transfer operators assoiated to the funtions jm(!)jp will be traelass on E� for p 2 2N, but not for general p: beause of the H�older singularity at! = � of jm(!)jp for p 62 2N, the Fourier oeÆients of these funtions do not deayexponentially. We have however the following result:Lemma 4.3 Let $p (resp. $0p) be the transfer operators assoiated with jq(!)jp (resp.jm(!)jp). For any � 2 ℄; 2[, $0p ats as a trae lass operator on the spae E 0�omposed of the funtions g(!) = j sin(!=2)jNp f(!) with f 2 E�, the norm of gin E 0� being identi�ed to the norm of f in E�. Moreover, if f(!) is a ontinuouseigenfuntion of $p with eigenvalue �, then g(!) = j sin(!=2)jNpf(!) is a ontinuouseigenfuntion of $0p with eigenvalue 2�2Np�.



- 23 -Proof: It suÆes to note that$0pg(2!) = jm(!)jpg(!) + jm(! + �)jpg(! + �)= j sin(!=2) os(!=2)jNp (jq(!)jpf(!) + jq(! + �)jpf(! + �))= 2�2Npj sin(!)jNp$pf (2!)
The operators $p ;$0p will be used to estimate the regularity of '. In our proofswe shall use that $p is a positive operator, in the sense that ($pf )(!) � 0 for all! 2 [��; �℄ if f(!) � 0 for all ! 2 [��; �℄. Suh operators have speial spetralproperties; see e.g. Shaefer (1966) or Shaefer (1974). To see how the generaltheorems on positive operators apply here, we �rst need to establish some fats aboutE�. De�ne E+� = ff 2 E�; f(!) � 0 for ! 2 [��; �℄g. This is a one in E�, whihontains in partiular all the positive trigonometri polynomials. It follows that thelosed linear span of E+� equals E�, or, in the terminology of Shaefer (1966), E� isan ordered Banah spae with total positive one. It then already follows from theKrein-Rutman theorem (see e.g. Shaefer (1966), p. 265) thatLemma 4.4 The spetral radius rp of $p in E� is an eigenvalue for $p and thereexists a positive eigenfuntion for this eigenvalue.(The statement of the Krein-Rutman theorem in Shaefer (1965) is for real orderedBanah spaes, but sine E� an easily be seen to be the omplexi�ation of ff 2E�; f(!) 2 R for all ! 2 [��; �℄g, the theorem still applies.)More restritions on the spetrum of $p an be derived if q satis�es extra ondi-tions. We shall need the following lemma:Lemma 4.5 Let w(!) be a 2�-periodi funtion satisfying (3.3). Assume furthermorethat w(!) � 0 for all ! 2 [��; �℄, w(0) = 1, w(�) 6= 0, and that w is of type C.



- 24 -Then, for all f 2 E� (with  < � < 2) with f � 0 and for all ! 2 [��; �℄, thereexists n � 1 suh that (Lnwf)(!) > 0.Proof:1. Sine w is of type C, we an �nd a ompat set K, ongruent with [��; �℄mod 2�, and a onstant C > 0 so that, for all ! 2 R, and all j � 1,w(2�j!) � C�K(!) :2. Assume now ! 6= 0. Then(Lnwf)(!) = 2n�1Xm=�2n�1+1 24 nYj=1w(2�j(! + 2m�))35 f(2�n(! + 2m�))� Cn 2n�1Xm=�2n�1+1 �K(! + 2m�)f(2�n(! + 2m�)) :There exists ~! 2 K, m1 2 Z, so that ! + 2m1� = ~!. Therefore, if n is largeenough, so that 2n�1 > jm1j, we have(Lnwf)(!) � Cnf(2�n~!) :Sine ~! 6= 0, and sine f 2 E� is analyti, f annot vanish on all the 2�n~!,implying that (Lnwf)(!) > 0 for some n � 1.3. If ! = 0, then(Lnwf)(0) = 2n�1Xm=�2n�1+1 24 nYj=1w(2�j2m�)35 f(2�n2m�)� 2n�2�1X`=�2n�2+1 24 nYj=1w(2�j+1(2`+ 1)�)35 f(2�n+1(2`+ 1)�)= w(�) 2n�2�1X`=�2n�2+1 24n�1Yj=1 w(2�j(� + 2`�))35 f(2�n+1(� + 2`�)) :Again, there exists ~! 2 K and `1 2 Z so that �+2`1� = ~!. If 2n�2 > j`1j, thenit follows that (Lnwf)(0) � w(�)Cn�1f(2�n+1~!) :Sine ~! 6= 0, the onlusion then follows as in point 2 above.



- 25 -Lemma 4.6 Let m; q be as in (4.3), (4.4), with q(0) = 1, q(�) 6= 0. Assume moreoverthat one of the following two sets of onditions holds:1) p > 0 and q(!) does not vanish on [��; �℄or 2) p 2 2N, p � 2, and m is of type C.Then rp, the spetral radius of $p on E�,  < � < 2, is an eigenvalue of algebraimultipliity 1, and the orresponding eigenfuntion is stritly positive. Moreover rp >1.Proof: If q does not vanish on [��; �℄, then jqjp is obviously of type C. On the otherhand, if m is of type C, then so is q, hene jqjp. In both ases we an therefore applyLemma 4.5, and we �nd, for � > rp, and for any f � 0, any ! 2 [��; �℄,1Xn=1��n($np f )(!) > 0 :In the terminology of Shaefer (1966), this means that$p is irreduible. It then followsfrom Theorem 3.3 in the Appendix of Shaefer (1966) that the algebrai multipliityof rp is 1 and that the assoiated eigenfuntion is stritly positive; let us all thiseigenfuntion F . The inequality rp > 1 follows fromrnpF (0) = ($npF )(0 )= F (0) + 2n�1Xm=�2n�1+1m6=0 nYj=1 jq(2�j2m�)jpF (2�n2m�) :The argument in point 3 of the proof of Lemma 4.5 shows that this seond term mustbe > 0 for some n, implying rp > 1.We prove one additional lemma, whih we shall use in the next setion, althoughwe do not need it for Theorem 4.8 below. The argument in the proof is borrowedfrom Herv�e (1995).



- 26 -Lemma 4.7 Let m; q be as in Lemma 4.6. Then rp is the only eigenvalue of $p inthe peripheral spetrum, i.e. all the other eigenvalues � satisfy j�j < rp.Proof: Let F be the stritly positive eigenfuntion of $p in Lemma 4.6, and de�nethe funtion v(!) = 1rpF (2!) F (!)jq(!)jp :Then v is a ontinuous funtion, and it satis�es v(!) + v(! + �) = 1. It is then aonsequene of results proved in Keane (1972) that, for any ontinuous 2�-periodifuntion g, (Lnvg)(!) onverges uniformly to some onstant Cg. Consequently, for anyf 2 E�, r�np ($np f )(!) = F (!)[Lnv(f=F )℄(!)! F (!)Cf=F :If now f was an eigenvetor of $p with eigenvalue �, with � = rp~�, ~� 6= 1, j~�j = 1,then this would imply ~�nf(!) �!n!1 Cf=F F (!) :This is impossible (just take any ! suh that F (!) 6= 0 6= f(!)).We are now ready to state the result that links the regularity of ' with the spetralproperties of transfer operators.Theorem 4.8 1) Assume that m(!); q(!) satisfy the same onditions as in Lemma4.6. Let $p be the transfer operator assoiated to the funtion jq(!)jp and let rp bethe spetral radius of this operator on E�, for any � 2 ℄; 2[. Then the Lp-Sobolevexponent sp of ' satis�es sp = N � 1p log2(rp) (4.10)Furthermore, one always has sp < N : (4.11)2) If q(!) has some zeros in [��; �℄ and is not of type C, then we still havesp � N � 1p log2(rp) for p 2 2N.



- 27 -Proof: We start by proving that sp � N � 1p log2(rp) for general q(!). Combining(4.3) and (4.6), we obtain'̂(!) = +1Yk=1 osN(2�k�1!) +1Yk=1 q(2�k!) =  2 sin(!=2)! !N A(!)with A(!) = Q+1k=1 q(2�k!).To exploit Lemma 3.1, we remark that for all ! 2 [�2n�; 2n�℄, we havejA(!)jp � Cp nYk=1 jq(!)jp (4.12)with Cp = max!2[��;�℄ jA(!)jp. By Lemma 3.1, we an writeZ 2n��2n� jA(!)jpd! � Cp Z 2n��2n� nYk=1 jq(2�k!)jpd!= Cp Z ���($p)n1 (!)d!= 2� Cph($p)n1 j1 i� ;where we have used (3.7).It follows that for all " > 0 and p > 0, there exists a onstant Cp;" suh thatZ 2n��2n� jA(!)jpd! � Cp;"(rp + ")n (4.13)We now study the onvergene of R j'̂(!)jp(1+j!jp)sd! by a dyadi deompositionof the frequeny domain:ZR j'̂(!)jp(1 + j!jp)sd! = Z ��� j'̂(!)jp(1 + j!jp)sd!+ +1Xj=1 Zj!j2[2j�1�;2j�℄ j'̂(!)jp(1 + j!jp)sd!� C1 + C2 +1Xj=1 2psj2�Npj Z 2n��2n� jA(!)jpd!� C1 + C3 +1Xj=1 2psj2�Npj(rp + ")j



- 28 -where C1, C2 and C3 only depend on the hoie of p and ". Sine " an be hosenarbitrarily small, it is lear that the integral will onverge whenever sp < Np �log2(rp). This shows that we havesp � N � 1p log2(rp) : (4.14)To sharpen this into an equality when q(!) satis�es the extra onditions, weshall use the transfer operator $0p assoiated to the funtion jm(!)jp. Aording toLemma 4.3, the spetral radius of $0p on E 0� is 2�Nprp. Moreover, sine F > 0 is aneigenfuntion of $p for the eigenvalue rp, it follows that 2�Nprp is an eigenvalue for$0p , with a orresponding positive eigenfuntion g(!) = j sin(!=2)jNpF (!).De�ne now S = sup! jF (!)j, G = R ��� g(!)d! > 0. Let K be the ompat setongruent with [��; �℄ for whih infj�1;!2K jm(!)jp > 0. It then follows (see e.g.Cohen (1990)) that � = inf!2[��;�℄ j'̂(!)jp > 0. De�ne nowIn = Z!22nK j!jNpj'̂(!)jpd! : (4.15)Using again Lemma 3.1, we obtain, for all n � 1,In � ��1 Z!22nK j!jNpj nYk=1m(2�k!)jpd!� ��12Np(n+1) Z!22nK j sin(2�n�1!)jNp ���� nYk=1m(2�k!)����pd!= ��12Np(n+1) Z 2n��2n� j sin(2�n�1!)jNpj nYk=1m(2�k!)jpd!� (S�)�12Np(n+1) Z 2n��2n� g(2�n!)j nYk=1m(2�k!)jpd!= (S�)�12Np(n+1) Z ���($0p)ng(!)d!= G(S�)�12Np(rp)n = C(rp)nSine, for some L <1, K � f!; j!j � 2L�g, it follows that



- 29 -
~In = Z 2n��2n� j!jNp j'̂(!)jpd!� Z!22n�LK j!jNpj'̂(!)jpd! = In�L � C 0(rp)n : (4.16)If we now de�neJn = ~In � ~In�1 = Zj!j2[2n�1�;2n�℄ j!jNpj'̂(!)jp ; (4.17)then (4.16) shows that for all C; " > 0, there is an in�nite number of n � 1 suh thatJn � C(rp)n2�"n (here we use that, by Lemma 4.6, rp is stritly larger than 1), orequivalently Zj!j2[2n�1�;2n�℄ j!jNp�log2(rp)+"j'̂(!)jp � C (4.18)This last inequality shows that sp is smaller than (and thus equal to)N� 1p log2(rp).Finally, sp < N follows from rp > 1.5 Numerial preisionCombining the results of the previous setions, we immediately obtainTheorem 5.1 For a funtion ' as de�ned by (4.6), with m(!), q(!) satisfying theonditions in Lemma 4.6, the Lp-Sobolev exponent of ' an be expressed as sp =N� 1p log2(rp), where (rp)�1 = xp is the zero of smallest absolute value of the Fredholmdeterminant dp(z) of the operator $p assoiated to the weight funtion w(!) = jq(!)jp.Formulas (2.12), (2.16) and (3.19) give us an expliit expression for the Taylorseries of the analyti funtion dp(z). In pratie, to estimate xp numerially, we areobliged to trunate this series and work with the polynomials that are obtained fromthe �rst order terms. What is the e�et of this trunation on the numerial preision



- 30 -of the estimate for xp? More preisely, an we measure how well xp is approximatedby the smallest zero of the trunated series at a given order?We �rst disuss this problem in very general terms. Let f(z) be an analytifuntion on C and suppose that we want to estimate the value of z0, the zero of fwith the smallest absolute value. For a given N , let us denote by PN the polynomialorresponding to the N �rst order terms in the Taylor development of f around 0and let RN (z) = f(z) � PN (z) be the residual term. Then, for any �xed A > 0,and any � 2 ℄0; 1[, one an �nd C > 0 so that supjzj�A jRN(z)j � C�N : the RNonverge to zero faster than any geometri sequene, uniformly on the disk jzj � A.To exploit this estimate, we shall use a lassi result of omplex analysis (see, forexample, Rudin (1967)) that we reall here:Rouh�e's Theorem. Let g(z) and h(z) be analyti funtions on an open set V ; letD be an open set suh that D � V and �D is a Jordan urve. If jh(z)j < jg(z)j forall z 2 �D, then g and h+ g have the same number of zeros inside D.This theorem leads to a systemati method for traking the zeros of f :� First, �nd "0 > 0, A > 0 and N0 2 N suh that jPN0(z)j > "0 on SA = fjzj = Ag,jRn(z)j < "0=4 in BA = fjzj � Ag for all n � N0 and PN0 has at least one zeroin BA. This is always possible, if f has at least one zero in BA and does notvanish on SA. Moreover, Rouh�e's theorem implies that f and PN0 have thesame number M of zeros in BA.� For a given zero z0;j, j 2 f1; : : : ;Mg of PN0 inBA, onsider then the parametrizedurve �0;j(�) = z0;j + u0;j(�)ei�, � 2 [0; 2�℄, de�ned byu0;j(�) = minfu j PN0(z0;j + u(�)ei�) = "0g (5.1)This is learly a Jordan urve ontained in BA. By Rouh�e's theorem again,we know that the urve �0;j embraes the same number of zeros not only forf and PN0 but also for all the Pn for n � N0 sine, on �0;j, we have jPn(z)j �jPN0(z)j + jRN0(z)j + jRn(z)j � "0=2.



- 31 -� We now iterate this proess by taking any sequene "k starting with "0 andsuh that 0 < "k � "k�1=2. After k steps, we hoose Nk > Nk�1 suh thatjRn(z)j < "k=4 in BA = fjzj � Ag for all n � Nk. The urves �k;j will bede�ned around the zeros zk;j, j 2 f1; : : : ;Mg of PNk by �k;j (�) = zk;j+uk;j(�)ei�,� 2 [0; 2�℄, with uk;j(�) = minfu j PNk(zk;j + u(�)ei�) = "kg (5.2)It is lear that �k;j lies ompletely within �k�1;j and that for �xed k, eah �k;jontains at least one zero zj of f , j 2 f1; : : : ;Mg (if it ontains two zeros ziand zj, then the urves �k;i and �k;j are neessarily idential).The speed of onvergene of this proess will be measured by the deay of the diameterof the urves �k;j as k goes to +1. We an estimate this diameter by remarking thatjf(z)j < 5"k=4 within �k;j. Consequently if d is the maximal order of all the zeros zjof f in BA, j 2 f1; : : : ;Mg, then there exists a onstant C suh thatmaxj diam(�k;j) � maxj;r fr; jz � zjj < r ) jf(z)j < 5"k=4g < C("k) 1d (5.3)In partiular, we see that sine "k has at least exponential deay, the speed of on-vergene will always be, at least, exponential. Note that for suÆiently large k, allthe �k;j urves (i = 1; : : : ;M) are disjoint from eah other so that all the zeros areisolated and an be traked separately.In the partiular ase that we are interested in, some additional onsiderationsan be made:� We are looking for the zero with the smallest absolute value. By Lemma 4.6, thiszero is unique and situated in R+ . Furthermore, we know that it is ontained in[0; 1[. Consequently, we may restrit our traking proess to this interval afterthe �rst step, using the fat that, for all k, the zero that we are looking foris neessarily situated between the two extremal intersetions of a ertain �k;jwith the real axis.



- 32 -� We have now a spei� estimate for the rest RN;p(z) of dp(z): aording to(2.11), for all jzj � 1, jRN;p(z)j � +1Xk=N+1 1k! (Trj$pj)k (5.4)This estimate indiates that the estimation proess that uses Pk(z) at step kshould onverge at least exponentially fast.Before we proeed to the examples in the next setion, we list a few omments onour proedure.Comments.1. Aording to Lemma 4.7, we an split the eigenvalues �n of $p into �0 = rp,and all the other �n, n � 1, whih satisfy j�nj < rp. We an therefore write thefollowing estimate for Tr $kp :jTr $kp � r kp j � r kp 1X̀=1 p k̀N` ; (5.5)where all the p` are < 1, where N` = #f�n; j�nj = p`g, and P1̀=1 p`N` =P1n=1 j�nj <1. This leads to two alternative formulas for the omputation ofrp, starting from the traes Tr $kp :rp = limk!1 jTr $kp j1=k ; (5.6)and rp = limk!1 jTr $k+1p jjTr $kp j : (5.7)Aording to the estimate (5.5), we have indeedjTr $kp j1=k = rp + C1 (k)pk1 (5.8)and jTr $k+1p jjTr $kp j = rp + C2(k)pk1 ; (5.9)



- 33 -where, for k suÆiently large, jC1(k)j � (1 + �)N1k rp and jC2(k)j �(1 + �)(p1 + 1)N1rp, whih proves (5.6) and (5.7) (sine p1 < 1). Both formulasonverge exponentially fast, with the same rate, but a slightly better multiplia-tive onstant in (5.6) than in (5.7), aording to (5.8), (5.9). Computing rp viaeither (5.6) or (5.7) is simpler than the Fredholm determinant method explainedabove, but although we have exponential onvergene in (5.6), (5.7), we haveno ontrol over, or no good estimate for the rate of onvergene. Sine $p is notselfadjoint, its eigenvalues an be omplex, and it is oneivable that the largestj�0j may be \masked" in the �rst sums. This is illustrated by the followingexample (whih is admittedly ad ho, and not omputed as the spetrum of atrue Lw). Take �0 = 1�n = (1� �)e2�in=K n = 1; : : : ; K � 1�K = �n = 0 n > KThen we have1Xn=0�kn = 1 + (K � 1)(1� �)k + k if k = 0 (mod K)1� (1� �)k + k if k 6= 0 (mod K)Consequently the �rst K � 1 sums P1n=0 �kn, 1 � k � K � 1, may lead to avery misleading piture. Figure 1a plots log �P1n=0 �kn� as a funtion of k for1 � k � 14 for the hoies K = 15,  = :9, � = :001; the graph is virtuallyindistinguishable from the straight line k log . The piture hanges drastiallywhen we reah k = 15, as shown in Figure 1b, whih plots the behavior ofP1n=0 �kn for a muh larger range of k. The point of this toy example is thatthe �rst K � 1 sums P1n=0 �kn ontain no lue whatsoever indiating that theasymptoti regime is far from attained. The zero-traking method above, inontrast, requires more work than (5.6) or (5.7), but it gives expliit errorestimates at every step. An example of a true $w -spetrum that gives rise to a
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Figure 1: a. Plot of log(P1n=0 �kn) for the values k = 1; : : : ; 14 in the toy example.

Figure 1: b. Plot ofP1n=0 �kn for k = 1; : : : ; 200 in the toy example, showing the muhslower exponential deay to the limit value 1.
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Figure 2: The values of jTr $k2 j1=k for k = 1; : : : ; 25. The �rst few values, for smallk, give a misleading idea of what the limit value might be. The horizontal solid lineindiates the true value of r2, to whih jTr $k2 j1=k is seen to onverge.similar masking e�et is given by w(!) = jq(!)j2, withq(!) = 100(1� :9e3i�)(1� :9e7i�) :In this ase w is a trigonometri polynomial, so that the spetral radius r2 of$2 = $w is simply the largest eigenvalue of a 21�21 matrix, whih an easily beomputed expliitly; one �nds r2 = 32 642:525. For small values of k, the traesof $k2 are muh smaller than rk2 ; this is due to the fat that q is lose to vanishingat the nontrivial �xed points of � 2 and � 3, where � is the doubling operator,modulo 2�, on [0; 2�℄. Figure 2 shows the values of jTr $k2 j1=k for k = 1 to 25.The misleadingly small values (when ompared with r2) for k = 2; 3 an also beunderstood in terms of the eigenvalues of $2 , illustrated in Figure 3, whih doindeed fan out over di�erent angles in the omplex plane. The e�et is not aspronouned here as in the ad ho example above; it ours only for k = 2; 3, andthe �rst values of log jTr $k2 j do not line up along a line with misleading slope.



- 36 -In other, more ompliated operators $w the masking e�et ould well be morepronouned, and possibly be as strong as in the toy example. The Fredholmdeterminant method would of ourse not sueed any better in extrating r2from the values of Tr $k2 for small k; the \error bar estimate", omputed fromthe Fourier oeÆients of w(!), would automatially tell us, however, that wehave to look at larger k in order to onlude something sensible.2. If we replae w in (3.19) by jqjk, and substitute this into (5.7), then the resultingformula is very similar to formulas found in Herv�e (1995) (see e.g. Theorem 6.2in Herv�e (1995) { beware of hanges of notation). The only di�erene is thatwe have a denominator 2k � 1 in the arguments of jq(�)jk, where Herv�e has 2k,beause we sum over �xed points of Dk, where Herv�e's approah sums overpreimages of 0 under Dk (where D is multipliation by 2 on [��; �℄, mod2�).The onvergene of Herv�e's formula is similar to that of (5.6), (5.7) above,and in priniple, the same reservations as in point 1 above apply, although wehave not seen any ases where problems ourred in pratie. In Herv�e (1995)the operators $p are studied on the muh larger spaes C(��; �) of H�olderontinuous funtions with exponent . On these spaes the $p are not ompat;they are quasi-ompat, meaning that the radius of their essential spetrum isstritly smaller than the spetral radius itself; this orresponds to a spetrumwhere only disrete eigenvalues are possible in an outer annulus of the diskwith spetral radius. Even though the operators are thus more ompliated,Herv�e's method has the advantage that he an treat also the ase where p 62 2Nand q has zeros in [��; �℄. It is interesting to note that the eigenvalues �n inthe annulus f�; 2�r < j�j � rg (where  is the H�older regularity of jq(!)jp)an still be traked with the Fredholm determinant method (see Theorem 7.1below), so that even in this ase we an use our numerial approah and getabsolute error estimates.3. In pratie, one an of ourse also use the reverse proedure: instead of setting



- 37 -�rst � and then searhing for the appropriate N , as skethed above, one an �xa (relatively large) value for N , �nd the orresponding smallest zero zN;0 of PN ,and then identify �N so that jRN(z)j < �N on the urve �N;0 de�ned by (5.2).

Figure 3: Position of the di�erent eigenvalues of $2 for q(!) = 100(1 � :9e3i!)(1� :9e7i!).6 ExamplesAll our examples are motivated by wavelet onstrutions; we take the re�nablefuntion ' to be either the orthonormal saling funtion in a multiresolution analysis,or the autoorrelation funtion of a saling funtion. We start by realling somepertinent de�nitions.



- 38 -The re�nable funtion '(x) is said to be ardinal interpolant if it satis�es theondition '(k) = Æ0;k; k 2 Z ; (6.1)it is alled orthonormal ifZ '(x� k) '(x� `) dx = Æk;`; k; ` 2 Z : (6.2)These properties orrespond to speial onstraints on m(!): (6.1) impliesm(!) +m(! + �) = 1 ; (6.3)whereas (6.2) an hold only ifjm(!)j2 + jm(! + �)j2 = 1 : (6.4)The onditions (6.3) or (6.4) are neessary for (6.1) or (6.2) to hold, but not suÆient.Under additional tehnial onditions that ensure uniform onvergene of the subdi-vision algorithm in the �rst ase, or L2-onvergene in the seond ase, (6.3) implies(6.1) and (6.4) implies (6.2). (For a detailed disussion, see Chapter 6 in Daubehies(1992).)It is lear that ardinal interpolation and orthonormality are linked: if � isan orthonormal re�nable funtion, then its autoorrelation funtion �(x) =R �(y) �(x� y) dy is interpolating; the orresponding funtionsm� andm� are relatedby m� = jm�j2. In fat, ompatly supported wavelets are usually onstruted by�rst identifying a suitable positive m� and then onstruting m� so that jm�j2 = m�.It is then obvious that the Lp-Sobolev exponents of � and � are related bysp(�) = 2s2p(�) : (6.5)In partiular, using the de�nitions (1.2) and (1.3), we �nd�(�) = s1(�) = 2s2(�) = 2s(�) ; (6.6)where the �rst equality is a onsequene of �̂(!) � 0 for all ! 2 R.



- 39 -In the �rst subsetion below we onentrate on families of examples where m� is apositive trigonometri polynomial of the form P�(os!), so that � is real, symmetriand ompatly supported. By Riesz' spetral fatorization lemma, we an then �nd atrigonometri polynomial m�, with real oeÆients, so that jm�j2 = m�. The orre-sponding re�nable funtions � are then ompatly supported saling funtions fromwhih ompatly supported wavelets an be onstruted; see Daubehies (1992). Inthe seond subsetion we onsider examples where P�(os!) is no longer a trigono-metri polynomial, but the quotient of two suh polynomials. The third subsetion ofexamples looks at some two-dimensional examples m(!1; !2) whih annot be writtenas produts m1(!1)m2(!2) of one-dimensional funtions, with matrix dilations. Fi-nally, in the fourth subsetion we use the results of the previous subsetions to dealwith a problem on spline wavelet bases.6.1 Interpolating and orthonormal saling funtions with om-pat support.The minimal degree solution to (6.3) and the fatorization requirement (4.3) is givenby mN (!) = �os !2�2N N�1Xj=0  N � 1 + jj !�sin !2�2j :(We are interested in fatoring out only even powers of os !2 beause we wantmN (!) = PN(os!).) In this ase q(!) is learly stritly positive for all ! 2 [0; 2�℄, sothat we an apply our theorems for all values p � 1. The orresponding funtions �N ,�N have been studied extensively (see e.g. Daubehies (1992) for many referenes).We have omputed the Lp-Sobolev exponents of these funtions for di�erent valuesof N . Table 1 and Figure 4 show the sp(�N) for p = 1; 2; 4; 8, N = 1; : : : ; 19.An interesting observation is that sp('N) beomes independent of p as N goes to+1. This reets the fat that 'N has a launary struture in the Fourier domainand that this phenomenon grows with n. More preisely, if the Fourier transform ofa funtion ' deays uniformly at in�nity in the sense that C1(1 + j!j)�� � j'̂(!)j �



- 40 -Nnp 1 2 4 81 �0.322289 0.338856 0.669428 0.8347142 0.521293 0.999820 1.220150 1.3100143 0.979675 1.414947 1.587361 1.6316864 1.391644 1.775305 1.896446 1.9121445 1.767934 2.096541 2.171522 2.1746826 2.116733 2.388060 2.430780 2.4317557 2.441544 2.658569 2.680780 2.6803078 2.746639 2.914556 2.926425 2.9259269 3.035292 3.161380 3.166924 3.16553310 3.309107 3.402546 3.405193 3.40514111 3.572141 3.639569 3.641221 3.63852912 3.825525 3.873991 3.874236 3.87191713 4.071021 4.105802 4.105736 4.10530514 4.311641 4.336042 4.336476 4.33550215 4.547368 4.564708 4.564925 4.56244916 4.780028 4.792323 4.792608 4.79264517 5.010231 5.018884 5.018754 5.01628318 5.238588 5.244390 5.244127 5.24323019 5.464480 5.468841 5.468728 5.466868Table 1: Lp-Sobolev exponents of 'N , p = 1; 2; 4; 8, N = 1 : : : 19 (Polynomial).

Figure 4: s('N) for 0 < N < 100 (Polynomial).



- 41 -C2(1 + j!j)��, then the exponents sp(') = �� 1p are related by sp� sq = 1q � 1p . Thisis true here only for N = 1 (whih orresponds to the box funtion '1(x) = �[0;1℄(x));'̂1(!) = 1�e�i!i! deays uniformly in j!j�1, up to the osillation of the numerator.For larger N , the launary struture takes over. As shown in Volkmer (1992) andCohen and Conze (1992), the worst deay ours at the points !j = 2j �2�3 �, j > 0. Apossible explanation for our observation ould be that the Lp norm of '̂N onentratesat these points, as N grows.We thus onjeture that for all p; q > 0, limN!+1 jsp('N) � sq('N)j = 0. If thisis true, then we have in partiular limN!+1 js('N) � �('N)j = 0 sine s1('N) ��('N) � s('N) = s2('N).For large values of N , our method allows us to observe the asymptoti behaviorof �('N).It was proved by Volkmer (1992) that limN!+1 �('N )N = limN!+1 s('N )N = 1 �log2 32 ' 0:2075. The graph of s2('N) = s2(N) presented in Table 1 shows in additionthat s2(N)� �1� log2 32 �N stays bounded by 3 for N � 100.6.2 Interpolating and orthonormal saling funtions with in-�nite supportWe now turn to the solutions of (6.3) that have the fatorized form (4.3) but are notneessarily trigonometri polynomials.We shall look for solutions of the typem(!) = os2N �!2� R(os!) ; (6.7)where R(z) = P (z)Q(z) is a rational funtion that is stritly positive on [�1; 1℄. Underthis hypothesis we know that we an apply our method to estimate the Lp-Sobolevexponent sp of the assoiated saling funtion sine the Fourier oeÆients of jR(z)jphave exponential deay. Note that the saling funtion ' is not ompatly supported



- 42 -but typially still has exponential deay at in�nity (some restritions on R, alwayssatis�ed in pratial examples, are needed to ensure this).The hoie of a rational funtion is still useful in the appliations where one hasto perform disrete onvolutions with the Fourier oeÆients of m(!): although theyare not �nite in number, these onvolutions an be implemented in a fast reursiveway, the omplexity being roughly 2S� [deg(P )+ deg(Q)+N ℄ where S is the size ofthe input data.The simplest rational solution of (6.3) of the form (6.7) is given by the familymN (!) = os2N �!2�RN(os!) (6.8)with RN(os!) = hos2N �!2 �+ sin2N �!2 �i�1. These solutions are well known insignal proessing as the transfer funtions of the so-alled \Butterworth �lters" (seeOppenheim and Shafer (1975) for a detailed review).As in the previous setion, we give the estimate of sp for the orthonormal salingfuntions 'N , 1 � N < 20 and p = 1; 2; 4; 8. It is interesting to see that theseexponents remain substantially di�erent as N grows: the launary behavior does notprevail as muh as in the ompatly supported ase.For large values of N , we have examined the evolution of s('N) = s(N) (seeTable 2). It reveals a linear asymptoti behavior, similar to the ompatly supportedase.Note that the limit ratio s(N)N ' :8 seems to indiate that the worst deay of '̂N(!)ours at the points !j = 2j �2�3 �. Indeed, we havej'̂N(!j)j = ����'̂N ��3����� � ����mN �2�3 �����j=2 = Cj!jjrN (6.9)with rN = 12 log2 �RN �12��� 1. >From the de�nition of RN , we obtainlimN!+1 rNN = �12 log2 3 ' �0:7925 ; (6.10)whih seems to oinide with the experimental asymptoti ratio.



- 43 -Nnp 1 2 4 81 �0.322289 0.338856 0.669428 0.8347142 0.677350 1.256211 1.495117 1.6043443 1.561362 2.044109 2.269688 2.3658704 2.370365 2.843768 3.059757 3.1485995 3.183890 3.648646 3.857332 3.9405636 3.999055 4.456118 4.658210 4.7359257 4.815040 5.264533 5.460184 5.5322658 5.630616 6.072947 6.262157 6.3283269 6.446191 6.881125 7.063818 7.12382710 7.260947 7.688598 7.864696 7.91862711 8.075292 8.495600 8.664948 8.71286312 8.888817 9.301894 9.464414 9.50653413 9.701520 10.107480 10.263251 10.29992114 10.513813 10.912358 11.061142 11.09316615 11.325284 11.716526 11.858558 11.88598616 12.135933 12.519984 12.655184 12.67880517 12.946170 13.322968 13.451333 13.47162518 13.755996 14.125241 14.247006 14.26415919 14.564999 14.927039 15.042202 15.056836Table 2: Lp-Sobolev exponents of 'N , p = 1; 2; 4; 8, N = 1 : : : 19 (Butterworth).The Butterworth funtions RN(os!) orrespond to a hoie with P (z) = 1,R(z) = 1Q(z) , whih makes them in some sense opposites to the polynomial solutionsof the previous subsetion, for whih Q(z) = 1, R(z) = P (z). Reently, intermediatesolutions that are equally balaned between the numerator and the denominator wereproposed by Herley and Vetterli (1993). Suh solutions an be built by the followingproedure:� �x N > 0 and 0 � k � N suh that N + k is odd.� �nd a polynomial Pk(z) suh that �1+z2 �N Pk(z) + �1�z2 �N Pk(�z) has degreeN � k + 1. This an be done by solving k linear equations.� de�ne mkN(!) = os2N �!2 �Pk(os!)os2N �!2 �Pk(os!) + sin2N �!2 �Pk(� os!) : (6.11)



- 44 -Note that the global omplexity of the onvolution by the disrete �lter assoiated tomkN (!) is given by C ' 2S[k + (N � k + 1) +N ℄ = 2S(2N + 1) (6.12)and is thus independent of k.Here we have onsidered a family of intermediate solutions by taking k lose to N2so that the rational funtion RkN (os!) has approximately the same number of polesas zeros. Unfortunately, and unlike the polynomial ase (whih an be viewed as aspeial ase where k = N � 1), we do not have an expliit formula for Pk(os!).For the values N = 4; 8; 12; 16 � � � ; we have used k(N) = N2 + 1 so that N + k(N)is odd.Figure 5 illustrates the evolution of s('N) for these partiular intermediate so-lutions and ompares it with the graphs obtained for polynomials and Butterworthsolutions.

Figure 5: s('N) for 0 < N � 100 (Butterworth).
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Figure 6: s('N), N � 75 for polynomial, Butterworth and intermediate solution.A straightforward observation is that, although these intermediate solutions on-tain the same number of poles and zeros, the graph of s('N) is very lose to the graphobtained for Butterworth saling funtions, making these partiular disrete rational�lters interesting for appliations where regularity is desirable.6.3 Nonseparable bidimensional saling funtionsThe simplest way to generate multivariate saling funtions is to use the tensor prod-ut, i.e. to de�ne �(x1; : : : ; xn) = '1(x1) � � �'n(xn) ; (6.13)where '1; : : : ; 'n are univariate re�nable funtions. Note that if the univariate fun-tions are ardinal interpolant or orthonormal, then the same property holds for �.The analysis of the regularity of � then follows diretly from the univariate analysison the 'j's.



- 46 -One of the simplest|yet instrutive|situations where non-separable saling fun-tions are unavoidable orresponds to the hoieD =  1 1�1 1 ! (6.14)for the dilation matrix, already introdued in x3 (example 3.8). In that ase theinterpolatory ondition has the following formulation:M(!1; !2) +M(!1 + �; !2 + �) = 1 : (6.15)One an use the univariate funtions mN(!), de�ned in the �rst subsetion, to derivea solution of (6.15) as follows:MN (!1; !2) = [(!1; !2)℄N N�1Xj=0  N � 1 + jj ![s(!1; !2)℄j ; (6.16)where(!1; !2) = 12 �os2 �!12 � + os2 �!22 �� and s(!1; !2) = 12 �sin2 �!12 � + sin2 �!22 �� :We denote by �N the nonseparable ardinal interpolant funtions assoiated to MN .Note however that the Riesz fatorization lemma does not generalize in nD, n > 1,so that it is not possible to derive ompatly supported orthonormal saling funtionsfrom these �N . Using the preliminary results of example 3.8, we an ompute theH�older exponents �(�N) = s1(�N ) as well as sp(�N ) for p = 2; 4; 8. We display theirvalues, for N = 1 : : : 19 in Table 3. As in the univariate ase, this table reveals theinreasingly launary struture of the funtions �N in the Fourier domain.



- 47 -Nnp 1 2 4 81 0.611268 1.575915 1.939386 1.9816172 2.285413 3.249338 3.684182 3.8622473 3.881443 4.778977 5.146044 5.2743424 5.395644 6.199651 6.487579 6.5824615 6.841235 7.549708 7.780608 7.8685026 8.233367 8.854675 9.054724 9.1413417 9.584611 10.132740 10.318169 10.4045158 10.904434 11.395230 11.573954 11.6602329 12.200067 12.648141 12.823734 12.90999210 13.477248 13.894538 14.068620 14.15487211 14.740529 15.136095 15.309421 15.39567212 15.993417 16.373816 16.546755 16.63300513 17.238515 17.608370 17.781105 17.86735514 18.477713 18.840232 19.012859 19.09910915 19.712362 20.069763 20.242333 20.32858216 20.943434 21.297249 21.469787 21.55603617 22.171630 22.522919 22.695440 22.78169018 23.397462 23.746966 23.919477 24.00572719 24.621314 24.969550 25.142055 25.228305Table 3: Lp-Sobolev exponent of �n, p = 1; 2; 4; 8, N = 1 : : : 19.6.4 A problem on spline wavelet basesSpline wavelets are generated by a funtion  that is pieewise polynomial (of a �xeddegree d) on eah integral [k=2; (k+1)=2[, k 2 Z. There exists several types of splinewavelets:a) Fully orthonormal wavelets: the family f j;kgj;k2Z onstitutes an orthonormalbasis of L2(R) (Battle (1987), Lemari�e (1988)). In that ase,  annot be om-patly supported exept when d = 0, i.e. in the ase of pieewise onstantfuntions orresponding to the Haar system. (Note that in a generalized frame-work, where several saling funtions and wavelets are onsidered, even for theone dimensional ase and dilation fator 2, ompatly supported orthonormalwavelets are possible; see Donovan, Geronimo and Hardin (1994).)



- 48 -b) Semi-orthonormal wavelets: the funtions  j;k are orthogonal between levelsj 6= j 0 but not within one level j for k 6= k0 (Chui-Wang 1990). In that ase  anbe ompatly supported but the dual funtion ~ that generates the dual waveletbasis (h ~ j;k;  j0;k0i = Æj;j0Æk;k0) is a nonompatly supported spline funtion.) Biorthogonal wavelet basis: f j;kgj;k2Z is a Riesz basis for L2(R) and there existsa dual system f ~ j;kgj;k2Z as well as a dual saling funtion ~' and multiresolu-tion analysis ~Vj (Cohen, Daubehies, and Feauveau (1992)). The funtions'; ~';  ; ~ may be simultaneously ompatly supported, but ~' and ~ are notspline funtions in general.Note that eah onstrution is a partiular ase of the next one, and that in allases the wavelet  has the expression (x) = Xn2Zgn'(2n� n) (6.17)where ' = �[0;1℄ � �[0;1℄ � � � � �[0;1℄ (d+ 1 times) is the box spline of degree d, and gn isan osillating `2 sequene, i.e. Pn gn = 0.One an then address the following general problem: given an arbitrary osillatingsequene gn, when does the orresponding ombination (6.17) of box-splines generate a(Riesz) wavelet basis f j;kgj;k2Z? In partiular, we have in mind very simple sequenessuh as g0 = 1, g1 = �1 or g0 = �1, g1 = 2, g2 = �1, et.First, note that  an be written in the Fourier domain as ̂(!) = m1 �!2� '̂�!2� ; (6.18)where m1(!) = Pn gne�in!. Moreover, we have'̂(!) = +1Yk=1m0(2�k!) ; (6.19)where m0(!) = �1+e�i!2 �d. In the ase of biorthogonal wavelets (i.e. type ) above),m1(!) is equal to e�i! ~m0(! + �), where ~m0 generates the dual saling funtion ~' in



- 49 -the sense that ~̂'(!) = +1Yk=1 ~m0(2�k!) : (6.20)The biorthogonality onstraint is expressed by the equationm0(!) ~m0(!) +m0(! + �) ~m0(! + �) = 1 ; (6.21)or, equivalently, ei![m0(!)m1(! + �)�m0(! + �)m1(!)℄ = 1 : (6.22)It is lear that equation (6.22) is a strong restrition on m1. Given a solution of(6.22), one an however onstrut other m1 that still give rise to Riesz bases  j;k.It suÆes to take m1(!) = m(2!)M1(!) where M1(!) satis�es equation (6.22) andm(!) is a 2�-periodi funtion suh that0 <  � jm(!)j � C <1 a:e: ! 2 R : (6.23)This orresponds to the hoie ̂(!) = m(!)M1 �!2� '̂�!2� : (6.24)We an then de�ne 	 by 	̂(!) = M1 �!2 � '̂ �!2 �, and use the biorthogonal theory tostudy if f	j;kgj;k2Z is a Riesz basis of L2(R). If this is the ase, then the same learlyholds for f j;kgj;k2Z. Note that m(!) and M1(!) are ompletely determined fromm1(!) sine we have M1(!) = m1(!)=m(2!) and thus, by (6.22),m(2!) = ei![m0(!)m1(! + �)�m0(! + �)m1(!)℄ : (6.25)The system f j;kgj;k2Zwill thus onstitute a Riesz basis if the two following onditionsare satis�ed:(i) the funtion m(!) de�ned by (6.25) is bounded below and above by stritlypositive onstants.



- 50 -(ii) f	j;kgj;k2Z is a Riesz basis. A neessary and suÆient ondition for this to holdwas given in Cohen and Daubehies (1992). In our ontext this results in thefollowingTheorem 6.1 Let ~M0(!) = �e�i!M1(! + �) and M(!) = j ~M0(!)j2= os2 �!2 �. As-sume that the Fourier oeÆients of M satisfy the deay ondition (3.3). De�ne das the transition operator assoiated to M(!) and denote by � its spetral radius ona spae E� for any � 2 ℄; 2[. Then f	j;kgj;k2Z onstitutes a Riesz basis of L2(R) ifand only if � < 4.Note that, aording to our results, this ondition means that the L2-Sobolevexponent of the saling funtion ~� assoiated to ~M0 is stritly positive.Sine we have j ~M0(!)j2 = jm1(! + �)j2jm(2!)j2 ; (6.26)the funtion M(!) is not a trigonometri polynomial in general, even when fgng is a�nite sequene. This made this appliation inaessible to earlier methods that ouldonly deal with �nite masks.An immediate appliation onerns the ase of linear splines, i.e.'(x) = Sup f0; 1 � jxjg. In that ase, we an propose three simple wavelets or-responding to di�erent hoies for the gn oeÆients:�  a(x) = '(2x)� '(2x� 1)�  b(x) = 2'(2x)� '(2x� 1)� '(2x+ 1)�  (x) = 2'(2x� 1)� '(2x)� '(2x� 2)One an easily hek that for  b, the assoiated funtionm(!) vanishes at some point.It is also easy to hek that this implies that Span f b(x�k)gk2Z annot omplementin a stable manner the spae V0 into V1.



- 51 -In the ases of  a and  , the assoiated funtion m(!) does not vanish, so thatwe an further investigate the assoiated funtions M(!).For  a, we �nd M(!) = 1610 + 6 os! ; (6.27)and our method shows that � > 4. For   we �ndM(!) = os2 �!2�� 43 + os!�2 ; (6.28)and in that ase � < 4.Conlusion: >From the three funtions above, only   generates a Riesz waveletbasis.7 Extension to the omputation of theH�older exponentThe spaes E� introdued in x3 have shown to be an exellent tool for the ompu-tation of s2 in general, and of sp for p 6= 2 if the hn satisfy some additional onditions.Could a similar argument also be used for omputing the H�older exponent?Let us restrit ourselves, for this disussion, to the one-dimensional ase of equa-tion (4.1). To start with, assume that only �nitely many n di�er from zero, n = 0for n < 0 or n > K. In this ase Daubehies and Lagarias (1992) gave the followingtehnique for omputing the H�older exponent � of '. First, we fator out all the zerosat ! = � of m(!), KXn=0 n e�in! =  1 + e�i!2 !N K�NXn=0 qn e�in! ;then we onstrut two (K �N)� (K �N) matries T0 and T1 by taking(Tj)k;` = 2q2k�`+j 0 � k; ` � K �N � 1 : (7.1)



- 52 -If there exist �; C > 0 so that, for all k 2 Nnf0g and all d1 � � �dk hosen in f0; 1g,kTd1 � � �Tdkk � C2�k ; (7.2)then � � N � �. (Note that we have hanged notations slightly with respet toDaubehies and Lagarias (1992); we use the redued representation that was thereintrodued in x5.) How an we distill from this a strategy that an be generalizedto the ase where in�nitely many n are nonzero? First of all, note that T0; T1 anbe related simply to the operator Lw orresponding to the hoie w(!) = q(!).Comparing (7.1) with (3.4) we �nd indeed, for any f(!) = PK�Nn=0 fn e�in! in thespae PK�N of one-sided trigonometri polynomials of degree K �N , that(Lf)(!) = K�NXn=0 (T0f)n e�in!(LSf)(!) = K�NXn=0 (T1f)n e�in! ; (7.3)where we have introdued the shift operator S,S  X̀ g` e�i`!! = X̀ g`+1 e�i`! = ei!  X̀ g` e�i`!! : (7.4)>From (3.1) one easily heks that SL = LS2. The ondition (7.2) an therefore berewritten as: for all k 2 Nnf0g and all n, 0 � n � 2k � 1,kLkSn jPK�N k � C2�k : (7.5)In this form it is easy to generalize (7.2): we ould just drop the restrition to PK�Nin (7.5). There is one problem: in (7.5) it doesn't matter whih norm we take, beausefor all 0 � n � 2k � 1 the operators LkSn map PK�N to itself, so that we are dealingwith a norm on matries, and all matrix norms are equivalent. One we look at thease of in�nitely many nonvanishing n, and we drop the no longer relevant restritionto a �nite-dimensional polynomial spae, we need to speify whih operator norm touse in (7.5). There is in fat a lot of freedom in the hoie of this norm; in partiular,if E is a Banah spae of 2�-periodi funtions suh thatsupn jfnj = supn ���� 12� Z 2�0 ein!f(!)d!���� � CkfkE ; (7.6)



- 53 -then the operator norm jjjAjjjE = supf2E; kfkE 6=0 kAfkEkfkE (7.7)will do. That is, if for all k 2 Nnf0g, all 0 � n � 2k � 1,jjjLkSnjjjE � C2�k ; (7.8)then it will follow that ' has H�older exponent at least N��. The onnetion between(7.6), (7.8) and this H�older ontinuity is explained in the Appendix. Note that (7.8)impliitly assumes that both S and L map E to itself.Candidates for spaes E that satisfy (7.6) abound. Examples are all the E� of x3,as well as the Lp(0; 2�)-spaes, or the C�-spaes of 2�-periodi funtions that haveH�older exponent �, and the Cn-spaes of n times ontinuously di�erentiable periodifuntions (inluding C0). The `p-spaes,`p = 8<:f 2�-periodi; kfk`p =  Xn jfnjp!1=p9=; ;also satisfy (7.6). For whih of these spaes an we hope to verify (7.8) for some �?The spaes E�, so onvenient for the omputation of the sp, are ompletely uselesshere. Beause jjjSnjjjE� = jjjS�njjjE� = e�jnj, we havejjjLkSnjjjE� = jjjLkjjjE� e�jnj ;sine jnj an be as large as 2k � 1, the only L for whih (7.8) an hold in E� is thezero operator. In some sense, the E�-spaes are \too small" for our present purpose:their norm gets a�eted too muh by S.No suh problem exists in the Lp, `p and C0-spaes: they all share the propertythat jjjSjjjE = 1. This redues the estimate (7.8) to a spetral radius problem again:it suÆes to prove that �E(L) < 2� in order to onlude that ' has H�older exponentat least N � �. If the spae E is hosen \too large", then we get a bad estimate for�, however. Take for examplem(!) =  1 + e�i!2 !2 1 + ei!1 +  with  > 1 ;



- 54 -using the tehniques of Daubehies and Lagarias (1992) one readily shows that theorresponding ' has H�older exponent exatly equal to 2 � log2 21+ . On the otherhand, it is easy to �nd eigenvetors for the orresponding L in the `p-spaes. Wehave q(!) = 1+ei!1+ , orLf = �f () f2n + f2n+1 = 12�(1 + )fn : (7.9)Let now � 2 C be arbitrary (to be �xed below), and de�ne fn byfn = 0 n � 0f1 = 1f2n = � �1 + 2 � �� fn n � 1f2n+1 = ��fn n � 1; (7.10)
then the fn obviously satisfy (7.9) with � = �. If, for some � 2 C , we an �nd � 2 Cso that the fn de�ned by (7.10) satisfy Pn jfnjp < 1, then � is an eigenvalue for Lin `p, and �`p(L) � j�j. Let us hek when this is true. First of all, note that�N = 2N+1�1Xn=2N jfnjp = 2N�1Xn=2N�1[jf2n jp + jf2n+1jp℄= j�jp �����1 + 2 � �����p + j�jp��N�1 ;so that 1Xn=�1 jfnjp = 1Xk=0 j�jpk �����1 + 2 � �����p + j�jp�k ;this is �nite if and only if j�jp[j1+2 � �jp + j�jp℄ < 1. Consequently�`p(L) � max�2C �����1 + 2 � �����p + j�jp��1=p :In partiular, �`2(L) � 2p1 + 21 +  ; �`1(L) � 21 +  : (7.11)In fat, the lower bound for �`1 is exat, i.e. �`1(L) = 21+ . It is then lear from(7.11) that the spetral radius of L in the larger spae `2 is stritly larger, leading



- 55 -to a nonoptimal estimate of the H�older exponent � of '. The same happens in theother `p-spaes with p > 1.This example teahes us that it is important to hoose the spae E arefully. Notethat the tehniques in the literature for estimating � an all be viewed in this way.The approahes of Rioul (1992) or Dyn and Levin (1991), Dyn (1991) orrespond toestimates of the type jjj(L�)kjjj`1 � C2�k ;whih is equivalent with jjjLkjjj`1 � C2�k ;i.e. this orresponds to the hoie E = `1. In part of Herv�e (1995), the hoie E = C0is treated, a slightly larger spae than `1. One an show that the hoies E = `1 orE = C0 lead to optimal values for � (see Herv�e (1995), Rioul (1992)). The exampleabove also shows, however, that the operators L on `1 or C0 are far from their ompatrestritions on the E�; in our example the entire disk B(0; �`1) = fz; jzj < �`1g onsistsof eigenvalues of L. This means that many iterative tehniques, whih usually relyon the fat that the largest eigenvalue is isolated, annot be applied then.So far we have seen that the E� are \too small", the `p with p > 1 \too large" for ourpurposes; `1 and C0 are �ne, but the spetrum of L on these spaes an onsist of adisk of unisolated eigenvalues. It turns out that one an use slightly smaller spaeson whih the largest eigenvalue of L beomes again isolated, and an be omputedvia the zeros of det(1� zL). (These are, in fat, the spaes used for the omputationof sp in Herv�e (1995), who exploits the fat that the largest eigenvalue is isolated.)This is a onsequene of a theorem in Ruelle (1990), of whih the following statementis a speial ase, restrited to the situation under onsideration here.Theorem 7.1 Let q be a 2�-periodi funtion satisfying (4.4), and let L be the asso-iated transfer operator (obtained by replaing w by q in the de�nition (3.1)). Denoteby K the operator obtained by replaing w by jqj in (3.1). Let � be the spetral radius



- 56 -of K on C0(0; 2�). Then, for any � > 0, the spetral radius �� of K on C�(0; 2�)equals �, �� = �; the spetral radius �� of L on C�(0; 2�) satis�es �� � �. More-over, the part of the spetrum of L on C�(0; 2�) that is ontained in f�; j�j > 2���gonsists of only eigenvalues with �nite multipliities; these eigenvalues are exatly theinverses of the zeros of the Fredholm determinant D(z),D(z) = exp "� 1Xm=1 1mzm 11� 2�m 2m�1Xk=0 m�1Ỳ=0 q  2` 2�k2m � 1!# (7.12)in the region fz; jzj < 2���1g, with the same multipliities.If q(!) � 0 for ! 2 [0; 2�℄, then this theorem already implies that we an simplylook for the smallest zero z0 of (7.12), exatly like we did before. For any � > 0 itthen follows that jjjLkjjjC0 � C(�+ �)k ;with � = jz0j�1, leading to the estimate � � N � log2 � for the H�older exponent of'. This is no surprise however: if q(!) � 0, then jq(!)j = q(!), hene � = r1, ands1 = N�log2 r1 = N�log2 �. Sine on the other hand '̂(!) = �1�e�i!i! �N Q1j=1 q(2�j!),we have either ei!L'̂(!) � 0, ifN = 2L is even, or eiL! �1�e�i!2 � '̂(!) � 0 ifN = 2L�1is odd. It is well known from Littlewood-Paley theory that if f̂(!) � 0 for all !, thenthe H�older exponent of f is exatly equal to the Sobolev exponent s1(f). It thenfollows easily, whether N is even or odd, that the H�older exponent � of ' is given by� = N � log2 �.If q an also take negative values, then it follows from �� � � that for all � > 0,jjjLkjjjC� � C(� + �)k :Sine jjjSnjjjC� = jjjS�njjjC� = jnj�, we have therefore, for 0 � n � 2k � 1,jjjLkSnjjjC� = jjjLkjjjC� jnj� � C[2�(�+ �)℄k :Here �; � > 0 an be hosen arbitrarily small, so that we have � � N � log2 �. Thisbound need not be sharp however: �� may well be smaller than � for arbitrarily small



- 57 -�. On the other hand, Theorem 7.1 also tells us that as we inrease �, the bothersomeessential part of the spetrum of L on C� shrinks, and at some point eigenvalues areunovered whih orrespond to zeros of (7.12), whih we an ompute aurately. Letus imagine inreasing � until Theorem 7.1 guarantees us that the spetral radius ��is exatly given by jz0j�1, with z0 the smallest zero of (7.12). This happens when2��� � jz0j�1 < 2��� + Æ for some small Æ > 0; we have thenjjjLkSnjjjC� � jjjLkjjjC� 2k�� C2k�(jz0j�1 + �)k� C(j2��z0j�1 + �0)k� C(�+ �00)k ;leading again to the same estimate � � N � log2 �.This disussion has given a uni�ed piture of the tehniques used to �nd Sobolevand H�older regularity indies for re�nable funtions. It also shows that if w is given,and we an prove, for some � > 0, that �� < 2���, then this would lead to a sharperestimate for the H�older exponent than s1(jwj); sine �� orresponds to the spetralradius on a smaller spae than C0 or `1, it might be easier to takle �� than �0. Howto do this is an open question however.AknowledgmentThis work was the diret result of onversations of one of us (I. Daubehies)with David Ruelle, during a visit to IHES in June 1992. We gratefully aknowledgehis input. Combining the writing up of this paper with our busy shedules wasmore diÆult than we expeted, and it would have taken even longer without thehospitality of various institutes that made it possible for us to get together at varioustimes. We would like to thank all of these institutes; IHES (ID, June `92), AT&TBell Laboratories (AC, Marh `93 and July `94), Univ. Bielefeld (ID, August `93).



- A1 -Appendix. The link between estimates on LkSn and the H�olderexponent of '.Let E be a Banah spae of 2�-periodi funtions suh that, for all f in E,supn jfnj = supn ���� 12� Z 2�0 ein!f(!) d!���� � C kf jjE ; (A.1)where C is independent of f . We assume that E ontains the funtion f(!) � 1, andthat E is also invariant for the shift operator S, de�ned by(Sf)(!) = ei!f(!) ;or by (Sf)n = fn+1 :For an operator A from E to itself, we denote by kAkE its standard operator norm,kAkE = supf2E;f 6=0 kAfkEkfkE . Let ' be a re�nable funtion,'(x) = 2Xn n '(2x� n) (A.2)and assume that Xn n e�in! =  1 + e�i!2 !N Xn wn e�in! ; (A.3)where Pnwn = 1, Pn wn(�1)n 6= 0. Assume that the assoiated transfer operator $w(de�ned by (3.1)) maps E to itself. We have one last tehnial requirement. Let usonsider N = 1, for simpliity. If we ompute $1 formally, where $ is the transferoperator assoiated with (!) = Pn n e�in!, then($1 )(!) =  1 + e�i!=22 !w �!2�+  1� e�i!=22 !w �!2 + ��= �$w �1 + S2 � 1 � (!) ;and ($1 )(0 ) = w(0 ) = 1 . It follows that ($1 )� 1 has a zero in ! = 0; we shallrequire that ($1 � 1 )(!) = (1 � e�i!)g(!) ; (A.4)



- A2 -where g 2 E, whih an also be written as$w �1 + S2 � 1 � 1 2 (1 � S )E :For general N , this requirement takes the form that for 1 � k � N , we should have$w (1 + S )k1 2 Spanf(1 � S )kE ; (1 � S )m1 with 0 � m � k � 1g : (A.5)Then we have the followingProposition. Let E, w satisfy all the onditions above. If there exist  > 0 and0 � � < N so that, for all k > 0 and all n between 0 and 2k,k$kw S nkE � C 2 �k ; (A.6)then ' has H�older exponent � � N � �.Proof: The proof is essentially a generalization of the arguments in Daubehies andLagarias (1992), adapted to the ase with in�nitely many oeÆients. This meansthat alternatives have to be found for some matrix arguments in Daubehies andLagarias (1992). We shall restrit ourselves here to the ase N = 1, and disuss theproof in detail for this ase; for general N , similar but slightly longer generalizationsof x3 in Daubehies and Lagarias (1992) do the trik.1. We start by de�ning a spae ~E by~E = ff ; f(!) = (1� e�i!)g(!) + C with  2 C and g 2 Eg ;the norm on ~E is simplyk+ (1� e�i!)gk ~E = jj+ kgkE :~E is learly a Banah spae whih ontains all trigonometri polynomials (sine1 2 E and E is invariant under S). In ~E we onsider the subspae ~E1 de�nedby ~E1 = ff 2 ~E; Xn fn = f(0) = 0g ;



- A3 -~E1 an be identi�ed with the original spae E, sine~E1 = (1� e�i!)E :2. Let $ be the transfer operator assoiated with the weight funtion(!) = Pn n e�in!. Beause of the fatorization (A.3) we have, for f 2 ~E1,($f )(!) =  1 + e�i!=22 !w �!2� (1� e�i!=2)g �!2�+  1� e�i!=22 !w �!2 + �� (1 + e�i!=2)g �!2 + ��= 12(1� e�i!)($wg)(!) :~E1 is thus invariant for $, and the ation of $ on ~E1 is equivalent to theation of $w on E. We have moreover for f 2 ~E1 and k � 1,k$k f k~E = 2�k k$kwgkE � 2�(1��)k kf k~E : (A.7)3. On the other omponent of ~E, the ation of $ is ompletely determined by$1 . Beause of (A.4), we have $1 = 1 + r , with r 2 ~E1. It follows then from(A.7) that $k1 = 1 + k�1Xm=1 $m ronverges, for k ! 1, to 1 + R = a, with R 2 ~E1; a is an eigenvetor of $with eigenvalue 1.4. Next we rewrite the re�nement equation (A.2). For x 2 [0; 1℄, we de�ne thesequene-valued funtion v(x) by[v(x)℄n = '(x + n) ; n 2 Z :Then (A.2) implies thatv(x) = $v(2x ) if 0 � x � 1=2= $Sv(2x � 1 ) if 1=2 � x � 1 : (A.8)



- A4 -If, as in Daubehies and Lagarias (1992), we write dk(x) for the k-th digit inthe binary expansion of x, then this beomesv(x) = $S d1 (x)v(�x ) ; (A.9)where �x = 2x if x < 1=2, �x = 2x�1 if x � 1=2. Smoothness for ' on R impliessmoothness for v; onversely, smoothness for v on [0; 1℄ together with onsistenyonditions at the edges (of the style [v(0)℄n+1 = [v(1)℄n) implies smoothness for'. Solving (A.2) and proving smoothness for ' therefore amounts to �nding a�xed point v(x) for the equation (A.9) and proving smoothness for v(x).5. De�ne now v0(x) by [v0(x)℄n = an(1� x) + an+1x ;where an is the n-th omponent of the eigenvetor a of $ obtained in point 3.This learly satis�es the onsisteny ondition at x = 0 and x = 1; moreoverv0(0) is an eigenvetor of $ with eigenvalue 1, as it should be, aording to(A.8). We also de�ne, for j � 1, and x 2 [0; 1℄vj(x) = $S d1 (x)vj�1 (�x )= $S d1 (x)$S d2 (x) � � �$S dj (x)v0 (�jx ) : (A.10)Every omponent of vj(x) is a pieewise linear spline with nodes at the dyadirationals 2�jk in [0; 1℄. Sine S$ = $S 2 , we an also rewrite (A.10) asvj(x) = $jSDj (x)v0 (�jx ) ; (A.11)where Dj(x) = Pj̀=1 2j�`d`(x).6. Now note that, for all x 2 [0; 1℄,Xn [v0(x)℄n =Xn an = 1 ;



- A5 -sine a = 1 + R with R 2 ~E1. Sine this will be preserved by both $ and S,this implies, for all j � 0 and all x 2 [0; 1℄,Xn [vj(x)℄n = 1 :It follows that vj+1(x)� vj(x) 2 ~E1 for all j � 0 and all x 2 [0; 1℄. Beause of(A.6), (A.7) and (A.11) this implieskvj+1(x)� vj(x)k ~E � C 2�(1��)j supy2[0;1℄ kv1(y)� v0(y)k :We an use this �rst to show that the vk(x) are uniformly bounded in ~E,kvk(x)k ~E � kv0(x)k ~E + k�1Xj=1 kvj+1(x)� vj(x)k ~E� kv0(x)k ~E + C1� 2�(1��) kv1(x)� v0(x)k ~E ;kv0(x)k ~E is obviously bounded uniformly in x, and one easily heks thatkv1(x)k ~E = k$S d1 (x)v0 (�x )k~E is as well. Next, we use the estimate againto prove that the vk(x) onstitute a Cauhy sequene in ~E, uniformly in x,kvk+m(x)� vk(x)k � C 00 2�(1��)m :7. It follows that the vj(x) tend to a limit v(x) in ~E, uniformly in x. If we \unfold"the vj(x) and v(x) to de�ne funtions 'j, ' by'j(x) = (vj(x� bx))bx(similarly for '), then 'j is pieewise linear with nodes at the 2�jk, k 2 Z, and,for any x 2 R, x = n+ y with y 2 [0; 1[,j'j(x)� '(x)j = j[vj(y)� v(y)℄nj� Ckvj(y)� v(y)k(beause of property (A.1),whih ~E inherits from E)� C 0 2�(1��)j :It then follows from standard results on approximation by splines that ' isH�older ontinuous with exponent 1� �.



- A6 -For larger values of N , the proof runs along the same lines; the spae ~E is de�ned byadding the N elements 1, (1� e�i!); : : : ; (1� e�i!)N�1 to (1� e�i!)NE, whih thenlead to eigenvetors for $ with eigenvalues 1; 12 ; : : : ; 2�N+1. The orresponding eigen-vetors are used to de�ne a spline starting point v0(x) whih is pieewise polynomialof degree N , and one ends up with an estimate of type kvj(x)�v(x)k ~E � C 2�(N��)j,leading to the desired result.
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A new tehnique to estimate the regularity ofre�nable funtionsAlbert CohenCEREMADE-Universit�e Paris IXIngrid DaubehiesAT&T Bell LaboratoriesMurray Hill, NJ 07974, USAABSTRACTWe study the regularity of re�nable funtions by analyzing the spetral propertiesof speial operators assoiated to the re�nement equation; in partiular, we use theFredholm determinant theory to derive numerial estimates for the spetral radiusof these operators in ertain spaes. This new tehnique is partiularly useful forestimating the regularity in the ases where the re�nement equation has an in�nitenumber of nonzero oeÆients and in the multidimensional ases.
Key-words: Fredholm determinant, re�nable funtion, transition operator, subdivi-sion sheme.


